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Introduction

Diffusion-weighted (DW) two-dimensional (2D) single-
shot echo planar imaging (SS-EPI) is the most commonly 
used diffusion imaging technique since it is fast and is not 
affected by phase variations across different diffusion-
encoding periods. However, when moving to applications 
outside the brain or high isotropic resolution, disadvantages 
of SS-EPI become more dramatic,  leading to the 
exploration for alternative methods. The disadvantages 
of SS-EPI include: (I) geometric distortion due to B0 

inhomogeneity and eddy currents; (II) long echo time (TE) 
leading to low signal to noise ratio (SNR) for tissues with 
short T2; and (III) blurring for tissues with short T2* (1-3).

The disadvantages of SS-EPI originate from its long 
readout duration and low bandwidth in the phase encoding 
direction. By segmenting the readout into multiple 
interleaved shots, the readout duration reduces while the 
bandwidth in the phase encoding direction increases, 
resulting in less geometric distortion and T2* blurring (4-6). 
Due to shot-to-shot phase inconsistency induced by motion 
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during the diffusion encoding, multi-shot DW techniques 
require an accompanied phase correction method (7-12).

DW turbo spin echo (DW-TSE) techniques also offer 
the capability to alleviate the disadvantages of SS-EPI by 
employing radio frequency (RF) refocusing pulses between 
each k-space line or small groups of k-space lines (13-16). 
Even when performed in a single-shot mode, TSE-based 
techniques have to deal with the motion-induced phase 
error (MiPe) due to the additional violation of the Carr-
Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) condition (16-20).

Diffusion-weighting driven-equilibrium (DW-DE) 
techniques have been already long ago investigated as 
alternatives to DW SS-EPI due to the prevailing hardware 
limitations of early MR systems and the need to reduce 
off-resonance-induced distortions (21,22). Recently, DW-
DE techniques are regaining their popularity due to the 
increasing demand for high isotropic resolution diffusion 
imaging primarily in body applications (23-33). DW-DE 
can be flexibly combined with any type of readout schemes, 
enabling optimization for resolution, distortion, and 
SNR. Successful studies of DW-DE in combination with 
turbo fast low angle shot (turboFLASH), stimulated echo 
acquisition mode (STEAM), TSE, single-shot stimulated 
echo planar imaging (ss-STEPI), and balanced steady state 
free precession (bSSFP) have been reported in the brain, 
in peripheral nerves, in the heart, and in the carotid vessel 
wall (21-23,25-34). However, to the best of our knowledge, 
there has been no study on analyzing and characterizing 
the effect of phase errors during the diffusion encoding to 
the signal acquired with DW-DE techniques. Instead, it 
has been only briefly reported that phase errors during the 
diffusion encoding leads to signal magnitude modulation 
(22,23,27). Furthermore, without clear explanation, most 
of the DW-DE studies employed a single-shot acquisition 
approach unless a motion-compensated diffusion-encoding 
scheme was used. Therefore, the optimization of DW-DE 
acquisitions requires a comprehensive characterization of 
the sensitivity of DW-DE techniques to the phase error 
effects.

The aim of the present study is to characterize the effect 
of phase errors on the magnitude and the phase of the DW 
signal acquired with DW-DE TSE sequences, which in 
recent literature have been labeled as diffusion-prepared 
TSE sequences (dprep-TSE). The TSE readout scheme 
is chosen since it is less sensitive to contamination with 
non-DW magnetization caused by T1 relaxation during 
the readout and has a simpler signal evolution that better 
preserves the prepared diffusion contrast. The sources of 

phase error in consideration in the subsequent analysis 
include motion and eddy current effects.

Theory

Sources of phase errors in dprep-TSE sequences

MiPe
Diffusion imaging contrast is achieved by employing 
magnetic field gradients to encode the random motion 
of spins. Besides the desired random motion of spins, the 
employed diffusion gradients are also sensitive to any other 
types of motion experienced by the object being imaged. 
These undesired types of motion include but are not limited 
to scanner vibration, voluntary and involuntary object 
movements, cardiac pulsation, and respiration. When an 
object moves in the presence of a magnetic field gradient, 
the transverse magnetization component of its spins 
accumulates phase. In most cases, the undesired motion 
is spatially smooth and the accumulated phase is uniform 
for all spins within an image voxel. As a result, the DW 
signal of a moving voxel is contaminated with an additional 
phase, called MiPe, as compared to the case when the voxel 
is stationary. Previous studies have shown that rigid-body 
translation and rotation leads to a spatially linear MiPe 
across the object while non-rigid-body motion gives rise to 
spatially higher-order components (7,12).

Eddy-current-induced phase error
Eddy currents are a common problem in diffusion imaging 
due to the necessity of switching on and off gradients 
with maximum amplitude at maximum slew rate. Eddy 
currents distort the designed diffusion gradients and 
lead to incomplete refocusing after diffusion encoding. 
This leftover gradient field induces undesirable phase 
accumulation, called eddy-current-induced phase error, 
even on stationary spins. Eddy-current-induced phase 
error varies spatially. However, unlike MiPe, which may 
change from repetition to repetition of the acquisition, 
eddy-current-induced phase error will be the same for each 
repetition if the applied diffusion gradient is the same.

Effects of phase error in dprep-TSE sequences

In diffusion prepared sequences, at the end of the diffusion-
encoding period, transverse magnetization is stored back 
to the longitudinal direction with a 90° tip-up (echo-reset) 
RF pulse and the remaining transverse magnetization after 
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tip-up is crushed (Figure 1A). The prepared longitudinal 
magnetization is then ready to be used for image formation 
with any type of readout (TSE in the context of the present 
study). Without loss of generality, considering the diffusion 
preparation as shown in Figure 1A, the magnetization of a 
voxel at the end of the diffusion preparation, before the tip-
up RF pulse is 

( ) 290 j j voxel
xy x prepM M e e− − = π/ φ

 
[1]

Mprep is the magnitude of the prepared magnetization, which 
is subject to T2-decay and diffusion attenuation. The 
combination of excitation along the x-axis and refocusing 
along the y-axis results in a magnetization at the spin 
echo along the y-axis and the π/2 phase term. The ϕvoxel 
phase term comes from the phase error after the diffusion-
encoding period and is assumed to be uniform across the 
voxel. Applying the tip-up RF pulse to the magnetization in 
Eq. [1] results in the prepared longitudinal magnetization 

( )90 cos voxelz x prepM M− + = φ
 

[2]

Taking into account T1-relaxation between the tip-up RF 
pulse and the excitation pulse of the TSE readout module, 
the longitudinal magnetization right before TSE readout 
excitation is 

( ) ( )/ 1 / 1
090 cos 1voxel

tm T tm T
z x prepM M e M e− −

+ − = + −φ
 

[3]

where M0 is the equilibrium magnetization of the voxel, 
and tm is the time between the tip-up pulse and the TSE 

readout excitation pulse. The transverse magnetization at 
the first echo (marked with e1 in Figure 1A) with echo time 
TE1 is 

( )1 1/ 2 / 1 / 1 /2
0cos 1voxel

TE T tm T tm T j
xy prepM e M e M e e− − − = + − 

πφ
 

[4]

When all the refocusing pulses in the TSE readout are 
perfect 180° pulses, the transverse magnetization at the kth 
echo with echo spacing of esp is 

( )( ) ( )1 1 / 2 / 1 / 1 /2
0cos 1voxel

TE k esp Tk tm T tm T j
xy prepM e M e M e e− + − − − = + − 

πφ [5]

Thanks to the tip-up RF pulse, the Meiboom-Gill (MG) 
condition for a stable steady-state echo train is satisfied 
regardless of the phase error induced during the diffusion-
encoding period. Therefore, even when the TSE refocusing 
pulses are <180°, the transverse magnetization at the kth 
echo can be expressed as 

( )/ 1 / 1 /2
0cos 1voxel

k tm T tm T j
xy k prepM a M e M e e− − = + − 

πφ 
[6]

where ak represents the signal decay at the kth echo and is 
dependent on the flip angles of the echo train, T1, and T2. 
Except for few initial echoes, in most cases ak represents a 
slower decay than the pure T2-decay.

Eq. [6] shows that the echo signal is a function of the 
phase error, ϕvoxel. When tm << T1 and the magnitude of the 
prepared magnetization Mprep is significant (e.g., low b-value 
diffusion encoding), ( )/ 1 / 1

0cos 1voxel
tm T tm T

prepM e M e− −>> −φ  and 
Eq. [6] can be rewritten as 

Figure 1 Diffusion-prepared turbo-spin echo sequence (A) without magnitude stabilizers and (B) with magnitude stabilizers.
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[13]

Eq. [7] implies that in the presence of a uniform MiPe  
ϕvoxel across the voxel and negligible T1 effect during 
the time tm, the voxel signal magnitude is modulated by  
|cosϕvoxel| and the voxel signal phase toggles between π/2 and 
3π/2 states.

At this point we have shown analytically that phase 
errors at the end of the diffusion-encoding period cause 
both magnitude and phase modulation of the acquired 
signal. The phase-error-dependent magnitude modulation 
is irreversible and can corrupt DW images and derived 
quantitative diffusion parameters regardless of whether the 
data acquisition is single-shot or multi-shot. The phase 
toggling, however, only affects the DW images when a 
multi-shot acquisition is employed.

Mitigation of phase error effects

Phase cycling and sum-of-squares (SOS)
When the same phase error is repeated from acquisition to 
acquisition, a previous study proposed to first perform two 
acquisitions that have phases of tip-up RF pulses 90° from 
each other and to then take the SOS of the two acquisitions 
to mitigate the echo signal dependence on phase errors (22). 
This phase cycling and SOS method was established based 
on the signal evolution in Eq. [7]. The analytical result 
obtained in Eq. [7] is achieved with the tip-up RF pulse 
along the –x axis. When the tip-up RF pulse is along the –y 
axis, Eq. [7] becomes 

/ 1 / 1cos sin
2voxel voxelxy

k j tm T j tm T
k prep k prepM a e M e a e M e− − = − = 

 
π/2 π/2π

φ φ

/ 1 / 1cos sin
2voxel voxelxy

k j tm T j tm T
k prep k prepM a e M e a e M e− − = − = 

 
π/2 π/2π

φ φ  [8]

Taking the square root of the SOS of Eqs. [7] and [8],  
we have

, / 1| |
xy

k sos tm T
k prepM a M e−=

 
[9]

which is independent of the phase error.
However, it is important to point out that Eqs. [7] 

and [8] hold true only when tm << T1 and the prepared 
magnetization Mprep has significantly high amplitude. 
When moderate to high b-value diffusion encoding is 
applied in tissues with moderate T1 and high diffusivity, 
the signal evolution follows Eq. [6]. In this case, it can 
be shown that the combination of the phase cycling and 

the SOS method results in a signal that still depends on 
the phase error, and has the following functional form: 

( ),| | cos sinvoxel voxelxy

k sosM f= +φ φ

Magnitude stabilizers
Another later proposed method for mitigating the phase-
error-dependent signal modulation applied dephasing 
gradients before the tip-up RF pulse and a rephasing/
dephasing gradient pairs (labeled as magnitude stabilizers in 
Figure 1B) around the echoes (23,26). The heuristic reason 
for this approach was to exploit the dephasing effect of the 
gradient before the tip-up RF pulse to create a uniform 
phase distribution over the voxel, at the cost of 50% of 
the signal, regardless of the signal phase. The rephasing 
gradient was added later in the readout module to form 
an echo. Besides demonstrating that the proposed method 
indeed resulted in high quality artifact-free DW images and 
diffusion maps in single-shot acquisition mode, there exists 
no analytical characterization of the performance of the 
method in the presence of phase errors.

In analogy to Eq. [1] and taking into account the 
magnitude stabilizer effect, the magnetization of a voxel 
at the end of the diffusion preparation, after the first 
magnitude stabilizer pulse and before the tip-up RF pulse is

[10]( )90 voxel i
j jj

xy x prep
i voxelspin

M M e e e
N

θ−
−

∈

− = ∑φπ/2 1

where θi is the phase introduced by the magnitude stabilizer 
gradient on the ith spin of the voxel, Nspin is the total 
number of spins in the voxel. Trivially, the longitudinal 
magnetization after the tip-up pulse and before the TSE 
readout excitation pulse, respectively, are

( ) ( )90 cos voxelZ x prep i
i voxelspin

M M
N

θ−
∈

+ = −∑1
φ [11]

( ) ( ) ( )/ 1 / 1
090 1 cos voxel

tm T tm T
Z x prep i

i voxelspin

M M e M e
N

θ− −
+

∈

− = − + −∑1
φ

( ) ( ) ( )/ 1 / 1
090 1 cos voxel

tm T tm T
Z x prep i

i voxelspin

M M e M e
N

θ− −
+

∈

− = − + −∑1
φ  [12]

With the refocusing lobe of the magnitude stabilizer in 
consideration, the transverse magnetization at the first echo 
(marked with e1 in Figure 1B) with echo time TE1 is

( ) ( )
2

1 / 1 / 1 1/ 2
0 1 cosi i

j
j jtm T tm T TE T

xy prep voxel i
i voxel i voxelspin

eM M e e M e e e
N

π
θ θφ θ− − −

∈ ∈

 = − + −  
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Since the magnitude stabilizers are designed to introduce 
a complete dephasing of the signal within a voxel, i.e., 

0ij
i voxel e

θ
∈ =∑ , Eq. [13] can be reduced to

( )/21 / 1 1/ 21
2

voxeljtm T TE T
xy prepM M e e e φ π+− −=  [14]

The presence of a magnitude stabilizer lobe after the first 
echo of the TSE readout with a sign opposite to the sign of 
the lobe preceding the first echo of the TSE readout undoes 
the “rephasing effect” in Eq. [13] resulting in a dephased 
transverse magnetization. This dephased magnetization is 
later refocused by the second refocusing pulse of the TSE 
readout and the next refocusing lobe of the magnitude 
stabilizer to form the second echo. In this manner, all the 
later echoes are formed and the transverse magnetization at 
the kth echo of the TSE readout with echo spacing of esp is

( ) ( )1 1 / 2 /2/ 11
2

voxelTE k esp T jk tm T
xy prepM M e e e φ π− + −  +−  = [15]

when all the refocusing pulses are 180°. When the 
refocusing pulses are not 180°, similar to Eq. [6], the 
transverse magnetization at the kth echo becomes

 [16]( ) ( )1 1 / 2 /2/ 11
2

voxelTE k esp T jk tm T
xy k prepM a M e e e φ π− + −  +−   =   

With proper design of the echo train, except for several 
initial echoes, ak is a real positive parameter representing a 
slower decay than the pure T2-decay.

Eq. [16] indicates that with the application of magnitude 
stabilizers and under the assumption of voxel-wise uniform 
MiPe, the voxel signal magnitude is independent of the 
phase error while the phase varies linearly with the phase 
error.

Therefore, a dprep-TSE sequence employing magnitude 
stabilizers becomes very similar to the conventional spin 
echo EPI DW sequence in terms of how phase errors 
affect the measured signal. If the acquisition is single-shot, 
the phase-error-induced signal phase modulation can be 
ignored. When a multi-shot acquisition is needed, such 
as in the case of high-resolution three-dimensional (3D) 
diffusion imaging, if the phase error is constant across shots 
(e.g., eddy-current-induced phase errors) the phase-error 
dependence can also be ignored. However, with multi-shot 
imaging in the presence of a time-varying phase error (e.g., 
MiPe) the signal phase modulation has to be accounted for 
before the shots are combined (8,9,11,12).

When comparing Eqs. [6] and [16], it is important to 
notice that magnitude stabilizers remove not only the 

phase-error-induced magnitude modulation but also the 
dependency of the echo signal on the unprepared T1-
recoverd signal regardless of the T1 value of the tissue being 
imaged and the duration of the time tm. This additional 
benefit of the magnitude stabilizers has been previously 
reported in a T2-prepared sequence with fast gradient echo 
readout (35). What remains is just a decay of the prepared 
signal due to T1-relaxation during the interval tm.

It is important to notice that the results obtained in  
Eq. [6] and [16] are under the assumption that the motion-
induced phase after the diffusion preparation is uniform 
across the voxel. When the uniform phase assumption 
is not valid, which is the case in the presence of intra-
voxel dephasing, the phase-error-dependent magnitude 
modulation cannot be eliminated even with magnitude 
stabilizers.

Methods

Bloch simulation

A Bloch simulation was used to illustrate effects of phase 
errors on the diffusion prepared signal. Uniform phase 
errors were added to all spins within the simulated voxel 
before the tip-up RF pulse. The simulated 2D voxel 
contained 10,000 spins with off-resonance uniformly 
distributed in −20–20 Hz. T2 and T1 relaxation parameters 
for the voxel were 75 and 1,000 ms, respectively. 
The diffusion preparation module was composed of 
90 180 90x y x

° ° °
−− − with a preparation TE of 60 ms. The time 

tm between the tip-up RF pulse and the excitation pulse 
of the TSE readout was 11 ms. For the TSE readout, 
a previously optimized flip angle train was used with a 
TSE factor of 60 and echo spacing of 3.2 ms (34). More 
specifically, given a certain T1, T2, echo train length, 
number of start-up echoes, and maximum flip angles, an 
optimization procedure selected a flip angle train so that 
the signal approached a certain intensity level after the start 
up echoes and remained at that level for a designed number 
of echoes, called the signal plateau length (36). The signal 
plateau length and later flip angles were chosen to balance 
the needs for adequate signal and tolerable blurring.

MR measurement

All phantom and in vivo experiments were performed on a 
3T Philips system (Philips Ingenia, Best, the Netherlands). 
A multi-shot 3D Cartesian trajectory was used for spatial 
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encoding.
Phantom experiments were designed to isolate the phase 

error effects due to eddy currents from those due to motion. 
The diffusion preparation module used a 90° hard pulse 
for excitation followed by two adiabatic hyperbolic secant 
refocusing pulses and ended with a 90° hard pulse for tip-
up. Four lobes of diffusion encoding gradients were used 
straddling the two adiabatic refocusing pulses with pair-
wise opposite polarities. Two phantom experiments were 
performed.

In the first phantom experiment, varying phase errors 
at the end of the diffusion encoding period were added by 
cycling the phase of the tip-up RF pulse from –π to π at 
π/18 intervals. The magnitude modulation of the signals 
obtained without diffusion encoding (b =0 s/mm2) and 
with diffusion encoding (b =600 s/mm2) along the [1 1 1] 
direction were investigated.

The second phantom experiment was performed with a 
b value of 600 s/mm2 at ten non-collinear directions. This 
second phantom experiment was designed to visualize eddy 
current effects and to evaluate the effectiveness of the phase 
cycling and SOS method in removing the phase-error-
induced magnitude modulation. To enable the phase cycling 
and SOS method, two repetitions with tip-up RF pulse 
along –x and –y directions were acquired.

For free induction decay (FID) signal cancellation, 
two phase cycles of the TSE excitation pulses (along –x 
and x) were acquired and the complex sum of the resulted 
signals was performed. Other imaging parameters for 
both phantom experiments were as follows: voxel size 
=2.5×2.5×5 mm3, field of view (FOV) =120×120×60 mm3, 
TE/TR =60/1,700 ms, TSE factor =60, SENSE reduction 
factor =1.5 A-P and 1.5 S-I, center-out k-space ordering. 
A 16-channel knee coil was used for both transmitting and 
receiving the signal.

Skeletal muscle was chosen to showcase the effect 
of phase errors in in vivo data acquired with the dprep-
TSE sequence. Four versions of the sequence were used 
including pulsed gradient diffusion preparation without 
magnitude stabilizers (PG), pulsed gradient diffusion 
preparation with magnitude stabilizers (PG-ms), flow-
compensated diffusion preparation without magnitude 
stabil izers  (FC),  and f low-compensated diffusion 
preparation with magnitude stabilizers (FC-ms). The flow-
compensated diffusion preparation was introduced in the 
in vivo experiment for comparison with the pulsed field 
gradient diffusion preparation to highlight the time varying 
nature of MiPe and its effect on the multi-shot dprep-TSE 

sequence.
The diffusion preparation module used a 90° hard pulse 

for excitation followed by two adiabatic hyperbolic secant 
refocusing pulses and ended with a 90° hard pulse for tip-
up. Four lobes of diffusion encoding gradients were used 
straddling the two adiabatic refocusing pulses with pair-
wise opposite polarities in the case of pulsed gradient 
diffusion encoding and with all the same polarities in the 
case of flow-compensated diffusion encoding (25). Diffusion 
encoding was applied with a b value of 400 s/mm2 at seven 
non-collinear directions. Fat saturation was performed 
using spectral attenuated inversion recovery (SPAIR) 
technique with an inversion time of 200 ms. For FID signal 
cancellation, two phase cycles of the TSE excitation pulses 
(along –x and x) were acquired and the complex sum of the 
resulted signals was performed. Other imaging parameters 
for this in vivo data set were as follows: voxel size = 
1.5×1.5×6 mm3, FOV =145×133×78 mm3, TE/TR = 
60/1,700 ms, TSE factor =60, SENSE reduction factor = 
1.5 A-P and 1.5 S-I, center-out k-space ordering. A 
16-channel knee coil was used for both transmitting and 
receiving the signal.

Results

Bloch simulation results

Figure 2 displays the Bloch-simulated magnitude and 
phase of the first echo in the TSE readout with respect 
to the applied phase error. When magnitude stabilizers 
are not used, the magnitude of the signal exhibits a 
|acosϕvoxel+β | modulation (Figure 2A) while the phase 
toggles between −π/2 and π/2 (Figure 2B). Applying 
the simulation parameters to Eq. [4], we obtained 

( )
( ) ( )

1 exp / 1
0.028

exp / 1 exp / 2prep

tm T
tm T TE T

β
α

− −
= =

− −
, meaning that the 

unprepared T1-recovered signal is 2.8% of the prepared 
signal. As it can be seen from Figure 2A,B, the analytical 
result fits well with the simulation result. With the 
simulated T1 and T2 of 1,000 and 70 ms, respectively, 
the effect of T1-relaxation as described in Eq. [6] can be 
observed in Figure 2A. Notice that the unprepared T1-
recovered signal over the time interval tm {the second term 
in Eq. [6]} is always positive. Therefore, when |ϕvoxel|>π/2, 
the z-component of the prepared magnetization {the 
first term in Eq. [6]} will be negative, leading to a smaller 
signal amplitude as in the case of |ϕvoxel|<π/2, where the 
z-component of the magnetization is positive after the 
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preparation.
Magnitude stabilizers flatten out the magnitude 

modulation at a cost of 50% loss of the signal (Figure 2A) 
but leave the phase varying linearly with the simulated 
phase error (Figure 2B). The same effect of magnitude 
stabilizers was expressed analytically in Eq. [16].

Regardless of the applied phase error, the TSE echo 
train signal obtained with magnitude stabilizers remains 
stable and exhibits the decay as designed by the flip angle 
train, meaning after the first few echoes, the signal stays flat 
for more than 15 echoes and then experiences sub-T2 decay 
(Figure 3A). When magnitude stabilizers are not used, echo 
train signal varies strongly depending on the applied phase 
error (Figure 3B).

Phantom results

The average image magnitude within two regions of 
interest (ROIs) in the water phantom is shown with respect 
to the phase of the tip-up RF pulse in Figure 4. Similar 
to results obtained analytically and through simulation, 
when diffusion weighting and magnitude stabilizers are 
not used, the signal magnitude in the ROIs oscillates with  
|αwcosϕtip−up+βw| (Figure 4A). Regarding the T1-relaxation 
effect, the unprepared T1-recovered signal is 4.6% 
and 5.4% of the prepared signal in ROI 1 and ROI 2, 
respectively.

When diffusion weighting is applied, spatially varying 

phase errors induced by eddy currents shift the magnitude 
curve of ROI 1 by 0.21π and that of ROI 2 by 0.14π 
(Figure 4B). In comparison with the signal behavior at b =0 
described above, diffusion encoding attenuates the prepared 
magnetization while the unprepared T1-recovered signal 
remains unchanged. Therefore, the T1-relaxation effect is 
worse at b =600 s/mm2. More specifically, the unprepared 
signal is 17.6% and 21.1% of the prepared signal in ROI 1  
and ROI 2, respectively. When magnitude stabilizers are 
used, even with diffusion weighting, the signal magnitude 
within the ROI is independent of the phase of the tip-up 
RF pulse at a cost of 50% signal loss (Figure 4C).

Figure 5A shows the average signal magnitudes within 
an ROI in the water phantom across ten diffusion encoding 
directions when the tip-up RF pulse is along –x, along  
–y, and the SOS of the two. Due to eddy-current-induced 
phase errors, the “tip-up –x” and “tip-up –y” curves exhibit 
the expected opposite signal variation. The “SOS” curve 
still shows significant oscillation across diffusion directions, 
implying the inadequate performance of the phase cycling 
and SOS method in resolving the eddy-current-induced 
magnitude modulation. The same behavior of the “SOS” 
curve is also observed in other locations in the water 
phantom (Figure 5B). Magnitude stabilizers give more 
stable signal across different diffusion encoding directions  
(Figure 5C). When the phase cycling and SOS method 
is used, the instability of DW magnitude leads to the 
fluctuation in the estimated apparent diffusion coefficient 

Figure 2 Bloch simulation result of the first echo in TSE readout without and with magnitude stabilizers: (A) echo magnitude; (B) echo 
phase. Without magnitude stabilizers, the signal magnitude exhibits approximately |cosϕvoxel| modulation while the signal phase has two 
discrete states of –π/2 and π/2. T1 effect can be observed through the reduced amplitude of the signal at ϕvoxel=±π as compared to the signal at 
ϕvoxel=0. With magnitude stabilizers, the dependency of signal magnitude on phase error is removed but the signal phase varies linearly with 
phase error.
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Figure 3 Bloch simulation result of TSE readout echo train with (A) and without (B) magnitude stabilizers. Solid lines correspond to 
echo train signal with different applied phase errors. Dash lines correspond to the T2 decay. Without magnitude stabilizers, the echo 
train magnitude varies with the phase error. With magnitude stabilizers, the echo train magnitude is independent of the phase error and 
experiences a sub-T2 decay.

(ADC) per direction (Figure 6A) and an erroneously high 
FA (Figure 6B). Instead, magnitude stabilizers result in 
lower variation in estimated ADC per direction (Figure 6C) 
and low FA values (<0.05, Figure 6D).

In vivo results

DW images of the calf muscle obtained with four variations 
of the dprep-TSE sequence are shown in Figure 7A-D. 
The corresponding ADC maps are shown in Figure 7E-H.  
When magnitude stabilizers are not used (Figure 7A,B), 
magnitude modulation can be observed in the muscle area 

and fat signal appears hyper-intensive as if no fat saturation 
was done. When magnitude stabilizers are used but the 
diffusion preparation is not flow-compensated, signal loss 
is apparent due to the motion-induced phase inconsistency 
between different shots (Figure 7C). Magnitude stabilizers 
and flow-compensated diffusion preparation enable clean 
DW images and reasonable ADC values of 1.69×10-3 mm2/s.

Discussion

The dprep-TSE sequence is a candidate for distortion-
mitigated DW imaging in applications with high B0 
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Figure 5 (A) Average diffusion-weighted signal across diffusion directions in a single water ROI with two phase cycles and SOS, (B-C) 
average diffusion-weighted signal across diffusion directions in three water ROIs with phase cycling (B) and with magnitude stabilizers (C). 
The “tip-up –x” and “tip-up –y” curves show the expected opposite evolution with respect to the diffusion encoding direction (A). SOS of 
the two curves still shows dependency on the diffusion encoding direction (B) while acquisition with magnitude stabilizers does not (C).

Figure 6 Estimated phantom ADC per direction in 3 ROIs and FA maps with phase cycling (A,B) and with magnitude stabilizers (C,D).
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inhomogeneity. Single-shot dprep-TSE has been shown 
to be successful in previous studies (23,26). Extending 
the dprep-TSE to a multi-shot acquisition in order to 
accommodate high-resolution requires a comprehensive 
understanding of not only the magnitude but also the phase 
of the signal in the presence of phase errors. We have shown 
analytically, through simulation, and experimentally that 
phase errors as a result of the diffusion preparation cause 
both magnitude and phase modulation of the acquired data. 
When the phase error is constant within a voxel and the T1 
relaxation can be ignored, the resulted phase and magnitude 
modulation is rather simple: magnitude modulation with 
|cosϕvoxel| and phase toggle between π/2 and 3π/2 states.

T1 recovery during the time between the tip-up pulse 
and the excitation pulse of the TSE readout contaminates 
the prepared signal with freshly recovered magnetization. 
The ratio between the unprepared magnetization and 
prepared magnetization at the beginning of the TSE 
readout depends on the phase error, T1 relaxation effects, 
T2 relaxation effects, the diffusivity of the tissue, and the 

diffusion encoding parameters (Figure 4A,B). This T1 
recovery effect has two negative impacts on the dprep-TSE 
sequence. Firstly, the DW contrast is contaminated by the 
T1-weighted contrast, leading to incorrect quantification 
of diffusion parameters. Secondly, even when the phase 
error is unchanged from repetition to repetition, such 
as in the case of eddy-current-induced phase errors, the 
phase-error-induced magnitude modulation cannot be 
completely removed with the use of phase cycling and the 
combination of data based on the SOS method (Figures 5,6). 
Therefore, when motion-compensated diffusion encoding 
is use, the leftover eddy-current-induced phase errors have 
to be attended to for accurate quantification of diffusion 
parameters and phase cycling and SOS is not an appropriate 
method.

It is worth to note that while the motion-compensated 
diffusion encoding mitigates MiPe, it might induce more 
severe eddy current effects. Therefore, if the MiPe is not 
significant, employing motion-compensated diffusion 
encoding might do more harm than good and worsen the 

Figure 7 Typical single direction diffusion-weighted images of the calf muscle (A-D) and corresponding ADC maps (E-H). Four variations 
of the dprep-TSE sequence were used for the acquisition: pulsed gradient, without magnitude stabilizers (PG); pulsed gradient, with 
magnitude stabilizers (PG-ms); flow-compensation, without magnitude stabilizers (FC); flow-compensation, with magnitude stabilizers 
(FC-ms). Without magnitude stabilizers, DWIs show clear spatial magnitude variation (A,B) and ADC maps are overestimated (E,F). With 
magnitude stabilizers but without flow-compensation, severe artifacts can be observed in DWI due to phase inconsistency across shots (C). 
The resulted ADC map is therefore incorrect (G). The combination of flow-compensation and magnitude stabilizers gives artifact-free DWI 
(D) and reasonable ADC map (H).
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magnitude modulation in acquisitions without magnitude 
stabilizers (Figure 7A,B).

When the phase error is uniform within a voxel (no 
intra-voxel dephasing), the magnitude modulation can be 
removed by using magnitude stabilizers at a cost of 50% 
signal loss {Eq. [16]}. The phase modulation, however, 
remains. In a multi-shot acquisition, if the phase error is 
unchanged from shot to shot, such as in the case of eddy-
current-induced phase error, the phase-error-induced 
phase modulation is consistent across shots and can be 
ignored. If the phase error varies from shot to shot, 
which is the case for MiPe, the inconsistent signal phase 
modulation corrupts images when shots are combined 
(Figure 7C). When flow-compensated diffusion encoding 
is used, motion-induced phase inconsistency across shots 
is reduced yielding uncorrupted shot-combined images in 
the scanned calf muscle (Figure 7D,H). However, even with 
flow-compensation, images acquired without magnitude 
stabilizers (Figure 7B) still show significant magnitude 
modulation due to unresolved eddy-current-induced phase 
errors.

In addition to removing the phase-error-induced 
magnitude modulation, the employment of magnitude 
stabilizers eliminates the contamination of the diffusion 
prepared signal with the unprepared T1-recovered signal 
that arises due to the T1 relaxation during the time tm 
between the tip-up RF pulse and the TSE excitation. 
Although tm is most of the times significantly smaller than 
T1, it has been shown in our phantom experiment that this 
unprepared T1 recovered signal is not negligible in DW 
experiments when magnitude stabilizers are not used and 
can result in erroneous quantification of diffusion metrics.

Bright fat signal is a well-known problem in T2-
weighted images acquired with TSE readout (37). When 
diffusion encoding is applied, the reduced signal of 
muscle due to diffusion-encoding attenuation makes the 
fat signal (which was suppressed by SPAIR) comparable 
to the muscle signal (Figure 7A,B). Without magnitude 
stabilizers, the combination of motion-, and eddy-current-
induced magnitude modulation causes fluctuation in 
relative amplitude between fat and muscle. Depending on 
the difference of the phase errors between muscle region 
and fat region, it is possible that the residual, incompletely 
suppressed fat signal comes out equal or even higher than 
the water signal (Figure 7A,B). Further investigation is still 
needed but we observe that the presence of magnitude 
stabilizers results in images with better and more stable fat 
suppression (Figure 7D).

Conclusions

Through analyt ica l  der ivat ion,  s imulat ions ,  and 
experimental data we have shown that in dprep-TSE 
sequences, phase uncertainty before the tip-up RF pulse 
leads to magnitude and phase modulation in the acquired 
TSE-signal. Sources of phase uncertainty were identified 
as motion and eddy currents. In many cases, MiPe can be 
minimized with motion-compensated diffusion encoding. 
However, the signal magnitude modulation due to eddy-
current-induced phase errors remains, which might cause 
erroneous quantification of diffusion parameters. At a cost 
of 50% signal loss, magnitude stabilizers eliminate the 
phase-error-induced magnitude modulation regardless of its 
source, but maintain the dependence of the signal phase on 
phase errors. Therefore, a successful multi-shot dprep-TSE 
experiment requires further steps to minimize the phase 
inconsistency across shots.

For accurate and reproducible diffusion parameter 
estimation, we suggest that magnitude stabilizers are a 
must in dprep-TSE sequences, regardless of the diffusion-
preparation module and the number of shots employed. 
When multi-shot is used, in addition to magnitude 
stabilizers, motion-compensated diffusion encoding and/or 
phase navigation is needed to guarantee phase consistency 
across shots for artifact-free DW images.
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